
M18 FCHSC-0
M18 FUEL™ CHAINSAW WITH 30 CM BAR

Chain bar length (cm) 3 0

Chain speed (m/s) 12.4

Kit included
No batteries supplied, No
charger supplied, No kitbox
or bag supplied

Article Number 4933471441

www.milwaukeetool.eu

Delivers the power to outperform on the most demanding
chainsaw applications vs. petrol chainsaws

FUEL™ technology allows the saw to maintain speed in tough
application without bogging down, giving it the ability to
outperform petrol chainsaws up to 40cc

The HIGH OUTPUT™ system of tools elevates the M18 FUEL™
technologies to a new level and delivers extended
performance and extended run time. These tools are designed
to maximise the partnership with HIGH OUTPUT™ batteries

Provides extremely high work per charge the saw will cut 150
pieces of 100 mm x 100 mm pine on one full charge of a 12.0
Ah battery pack

Shorter bar of 30 cm allows users to work in confined areas

Variable speed trigger allows the user to have full control over
the power curve, giving instantaneous throttle response to
reach full speed in under one second

All metal bucking spikes allows the user increased leverage
when cutting

No-spill oil reservoir with easy to access tank and clear
viewing window

Supplied with 80cc of oil, chain tool and bar cover

Flexible battery system: works with all MILWAUKEE® M18™
batteries
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